Abstract. In this paper we present inequalities concerning the weighted moduli of continuity of Kantorovich type operators L^f-Moreover, we give some estimates of the degree of approximation of / by Lnf in the Holder type norms.
Preliminaries
Let I be a finite or infinite interval and let M(I) be the class of all measurable complex-valued functions bounded on I. In the case when I is an infinite interval, denote by M\ oc (I) the class of all functions bounded on every compact subinterval of I. Given any n G N :-{1,2,...}, let J n be a set of indices contained in Z := {0, ±1, ±2,...} and let I be the union of non-overlapping intervals Ij !n (j £ Jn) with increasing left (right) end points. Introduce, formally, for functions / belonging to M{I) or M\ oc {I), the discrete operators L n defined by ( 
1.1) L n f(x) = ]T /(^nKn(x) (xei,ne N),
jeJ n where € ij, n and pj >n are non-negative functions continuous on I. Denote by L* n the Kantorovich type modification of operators (1.1) given by ( 
1.2) L*J{x) = (m^r^x) J f(t)dt (x £ I,n€ N),
with mj >n = meas/j jn . This type modification of the classical Bernstein polynomials are called the Kantorovich polynomials and are presented e.g. in [9, Chap. II] . The Kantorovich type modification of some other discrete operators can be found e.g. in [3] , [5] , [2] .
Throughout this paper we make the standing assumption that the functions Pj t n (j E J n , n E N) are absolutely continuous on every compact interval contained in I. We say that / G Dom(L*) if the series in the definition (1.2) converges absolutely at every x G I. Assuming that / € Dom(£*) we give the Kratz-Stadtmiiller [7] type inequalities concerning the weighted moduli of continuity of / and L^f-Moreover, we present an application of these inequalities to approximation of / by the Kantorowich type operators in some Holder type norms. Analogous results for the discrete operators (1.1) are given [11] , for the Feller operators in [10] and for the Durrmeyer type operators in [12] .
We adopt the following notation. Given any non-negative function w defined on the interval ICR and any x,y £ I we write
For an arbitrary function g defined on I we introduce the quantity
We denote by A (I) the set of all continuous functions w on I, positive in the interior of I, with values not greater than 1, which satisfy the inequality w(x,y) < w(s) for any three points x, s,y G I such that x < s < y.
(Obviously, this inequality holds if, for example, w is non-decreasing or nonincreasing or concave on I). Given two weights w,p G A(J) we define the general weighted modulus of continuity of g on I by
If p(x) = 1 on /, we will write fi w (g; 6) instead of £l w ,p(9', Further, in the case w(x) = 1 on I the weighted modulus il w (g~,6) becomes the ordinary modulus of continuity u(g\ 6) of g on I. In this case, w = 1, the symbol ||(?|| will be used instead of HffH^. Let C W (I) denote the class of all functions g continuous on I, such that ||<7||u, < 00.
Taking into account a positive non-decreasing function tp on the interval (0,1], such that ip( 1) < 1, we write
If this quantity is finite we call it the weighted Holder type norm of g on I.
In case p = 1 and w = 1 on /, we denote this expression by if p # 1, w = 1, then we will write ||<7||p^ instead of ||<?||&v>.
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The symbols c v {v = 1,2,...) will mean some positive constants depending only on a given sequence {L n } and eventually on the considered weights w,p,r).
Inequalities for weighted moduli of continuity
Let L* n be the operators defined by (1.2). Consider a function / € M loc (/) fl Dom(L*) for all n > no, with some fixed positive integer no- 4 )Sl x {f;8) + ||/|U"u;(r n ;6).
It is easy to check that for all t, r G I there holds the inequality
where [a] denotes the integer part of the number o. Hence (2.6)
ieJn X
Ij:TI
Applying (2.3) we get
A n {x,y)p{x,y) 
Approximation in Holder norms
In order to estimate the weighted norm of the difference L* / -/, let us introduce the moments
jeJ" Ij,n THEOREM 3.1. Let condition (2.1) be satsfied and let Since the proof is similar to that of the proof of Theorem 4 in [12] we do not write them explicitly. (see [11] and [8] I\Kf -/||£r> < c 9 sup : 0 < 6 < ¿ n | + ||/IUA^\ where eg = 6ci + Zcr + 3 v /cic 7 + 2ci||w;|| + 2c2 + ||u>||, and
The method of if-functionals
Let us note that Corollary 2.1 can be applied for every measurable locally bounded function /, for which the operators (1.2) are meaningful and u>(f]6) < oo for 6 > 0. Assuming that / is continuous and bounded on I(f G Co(-O) and applying the ii-functional method we can get for certain operators better estimates. In [1] , Anastassiou, Cottin, Gonska obtained the best estimate of the modulus of continuity of operators (1.1) in the case where I is a compact interval.
Let / G Co (I)-Then its modulus of continuity is equivalent to the Kfunctional
K(f; t) -inf{ ||/ -g\\ + ty\\ : g E C^(I)} (t > 0), where CQ(I) denotes the class of all functions g possessing derivative g', such that g' E Cq (I). This means that there exists a constant M > 0, independent of / and t, such that (4.1) M-'uif-6) < K(f; t) < t)
for t > 0 (see [3] ). Proof. Let / € Cq(I), 6 > 0. It is easy to check that (l w (Lf-, 6) < 2\\L\\ ||/-s|| + c£||<?'|| for <$ > 0, where ||L|| means the norm of the operator L and g 6 CQ(I). Hence n w (Lf-,6)<2\\L\\K^f-,^j.
THEOREM 4.1. Let L : Co (I) -v Co (7), L / 0. be bounded linear operator mapping Cq (I) into Cq (/) and let w be the weight function of class A(J). If there exists a positive constant c, such that for every g E Cq (I)
The desired estimate follows by (4.1). Now, we take into account operators L* and assume that (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied with r n (x) independent of x. For every / G Co(I) we have sup |L*/(x)| < cxH/ll (n 6 N, n > no). Moreover assuming that the series i €/ inthe definition (1.1) can be differentiated term by term in I, we get for In particular, such estimate can be obtained for the Kantorovich polynomials, the Szasz-Kantorvich operators and for the Baskakov-Kantorovich ones.
Examples
For many known operators defined by (1-2) the functions T n {x) = 0 for all x G I, n 6 N and the quantities M2,n(s) = ~ x ) 2 PiA x ) jeJ n axe finite at every x € I and positive in Int J; moreover
for all £ 6 7, n € JV. In this case the left-hand side of the inequality (2.2) can be estimated from above by
whenever x € Int 7. Further, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get
If, moreover rrij n = d n for all j € J n , then condition (2.2) can be replaced by
In particular, for certain discrete operators we have 1^2,n (x) = a 2 (x)/n, ci = 1 and d n = l/(n + 7) (7 = 0 or 7 = 1).
The Kantorovich polynomials are defined as
where
In this case ci = = l/(n + l),r n (x) = 0,/j,2,n(%) = -and the equality (5.1) is fulfilled with £j >n = j/n.
Observing that
where Pk, n -i(z) = 0 if A; < 0 and using the Lagrange mean value theorem we obtain n-1 (j + l)/(n+l) Theorem 3.1 applies with p(x) = X(x) = l,ce -1,C7 = 7/12 and 6 n -1/s/n. Namely
Thus Theorem 3.1 (via Remark 3.2) gives
Consequently, from Theorem 3.2 it follows the estimate A -x) ), x G I = R, 7 = (7n)i° being a positive null sequence satisfying the assumption: T17 2 > ^7r~2 logn for n > 2,7 2 > §7r _2 log2.
As is known ( [4] , p. 388; [7] , p. 336), for x G I,n € N, Moreover w(rn; 5) < 167r<5 for every 6 > 0. In [11] we can found the estimate M2,n(27;z) < 2372, where 27 = (27n)~=1. Observing that we estimate the left hand side of (2.2) by -^-Jn2, n {x)\/l + r n {x) + h\ < 124 for n > 2. 
